[Study on expression of matrix metalloproteinase-2 and matrix metalloproteinase-9 in brain tissue adjacent to hemorrhage after brain hemorrhage in human].
To investigate the expression and significance of matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) and MMP-9 in peri-hematoma brain tissues after acute brain hemorrhage in human. Forty-two patients with acute brain hemorrhage received surgery, the brain tissues adjacent to hemorrhagic site were obtained during surgery, and positive expressions of MMP-2 and MMP-9 were determined with immunohistochemical staining. Brain tissues from 30 patients with cerebral trauma were obtained to serve as controls. The positive expressions of MMP-2 and MMP-9 in focal brain tissues were significantly elevated in early acute brain hemorrhage. Compared with 28 and 27 cases with MMP-2 and MMP-9 positive expression respectively in control group, there were 39 and 37 cases with MMP-2 and MMP-9 positive expression respectively in acute brain hemorrhage group. There were no significant differences between two groups (both P>0.05). MMP-2 and MMP-9 might contribute to brain edema formation in the acute intra-cerebral hemorrhage of human.